Abstract. This paper presents the experimental and numerical studies of last stage LP mistuned steam turbine bladed discs during run-down. The natural frequencies and mode shapes of the turbine bladed disc were calculated using an FE model. The influence of shaft was considered. The tip-timing method was used to find the mistuned bladed disc modes and frequencies. The numerical results were compared with experimental ones.
Introduction
In the most commonly used low pressure steam turbines, during certain summer exploitation conditions, a problem concerning high level vibrations in unshrouded last stage low pressure blades was reported. In Rzadkowski et al. [1] different models of bladed discs were assumed. The first one was simply a bladed disc without a shaft and the second was a bladed disc with part of the shaft. In this paper a shaft with bladed discs, will be considered to analyse multistage coupling and the influence of the shaft on mistuned modes. Rzadkowski and Drewczynski [2] analysed the forced vibration results for steam turbine rotors with 8 tuned bladed discs, each with different numbers of blades. The multistage coupling appeared in modes with up to one nodal diameter. Rzadkowski and Maurin [3] analysed the free and forced vibration results for steam turbine rotors with 8 mistuned bladed discs, each with different numbers of blades. The mistuning distorted the nodal diameters of modes mainly in the unshrouded bladed discs and caused multistage coupling between various nodal diameters. Rzadkowski et al. [1] found that the LP steam turbine last stage bladed disc is very sensitive to any kind of mistuning. Even the smallest changes in the natural frequencies of blades distort nodal diameters. A numerical study of a steam turbine bladed disc with real, small mistuning showed that nodal diameters do not appear in the first mode family associated with the natural frequencies of a cantilever blade and only individual blades vibrate. Numerical analyses require experimental verification. Przysowa et al. [4] presented a tip-timing system and its measurements of last stage rotor blades, taken in a vacuum spin chamber. These measurements were of only the rotor with bladed discs during run-down A review of tip-timing models is presented in Rzadkowski et al. [6] . In this paper, we will analyse numerically and experimentally the dynamics of mistuned bladed discs during rundown in a vacuum spin chamber. The numerical model will be of the full shaft. The numerical
Experimental results
An LP last stage mistuned bladed disc on a rotor was tested in a vacuum spin chamber to measure blade vibration (Fig. 1) . The blade displacements were measured during run-down (Figs. 2-4). Fig. 2 presents the 53 blade tip displacements during a run-down from 3052 rpm to 492 rpm. In order to prevent excessive blade stress through self-excitation, the geometries of the blades were deliberately mistuned by removing a thin layer of material from around the tip of every second blade (feathering). Blade feathering caused a number of frequency groups, presented in Fig. 2 , for various engine order (EO) excitations connected with blade natural frequencies (Fig. 6 ). Fig. 3 (an enlarged section of Fig. 2 ) presents 27 blade tip displacements during a run-down from 1958 to 1878 rpm for 3EO. Here, we see that tiptiming can measure blade damping in the flow. (Fig. 6) and Fig. 3 . In 3EO the rotor blades vibrated with maximal amplitudes (Fig. 6) . https://doi.org/10.1051/matecconf/201821103003 VETOMAC XIV 
Numerical results
A shaft with bladed discs was considered to analyse the frequencies of multistage coupling and the influence of the shaft on mistuned modes. Blade mistuning was introduced to the numerical model by changing the FE model of particular rotor blades (Fig. 5) . Three groups of frequencies were assumed: without feathering (2.93-2.89 -non-dimensional frequency, 26 blades), with feathering (2.62-2.57, 26 blades) and blade 4 (2.77). There was less than 10 Hz mistuning difference between groups with and without fathering. The tip-timing measurements show that in the first group (2.93-2.89, 26) without feathering and also in the group with feathering (2.62-2.57, 26 blades) another mistuning appeared as the result of a manufacturing error (Fig. 5 ).
Comparison of numerical and experimental results
The tip-timing measurements give the frequencies and amplitudes of the mistuned bladed disc modes. Fig. 7 compares several experimentally measured (left) and numerically (right) calculated mistuned bladed disc modes. The comparison is satisfactory. The discrepancies result from the fact that the numerical calculations assumed a rigid support of the full shaft in bearings instead of the stiffness and bearing damping coefficient. The results show that nodal diameters do not appear in the first mode family associated with the natural frequencies of a cantilever blade and only individual blades vibrate. 
Conclusions
This paper has shown the vibration modes of a LP mistuned last stage bladed disc. Complete shaft with four bladed discs was created to analyse multistage coupling and the influence of the whole shaft on mistuned bladed disc modes.
Multistage coupling through the rotor influences only bladed discs with zero-and onenodal-diameter modes. This increases the number of resonances and changes the Campbell diagram. The blade mistuning pattern was measured by tip-timing in a vacuum spin-chamber. The experimental results from the tip-timing analysis show that that nodal diameters do not appear in the first mode family associated with the natural frequencies of a cantilever blade and only individual blades vibrate. The numerical results confirm this.
